MY LIFEIN A RAFT

A WEEK ON BOARD a liferaft

“I had to eat fish
eyes to survive”
Former army paramedic Wayne Ingram stranded himself in a
liferaft for a week to raise money for Great Ormond Street Hospital.
Here, he shares what he learned and how he got through the ordeal
Text: Wayne Ingram
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MY LIFEIN A RAFT

With my kit and
limited supplies

Being monitored by
Portland Marina office

Undertaking blood
sugar tests

Setting off the flare
marks the ordeal’s end

See the VIDEO

Wayne bids farewell to
his family, including his
sister, Karen

T

om Hanks has a lot to answer for. I’m
a bit of a serial fundraiser, I have been
since the 90s, when I was working as
an army medic in Sarajevo and raised
funds to bring an injured Bosnian boy
back to the UK to be treated at Great
Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH). So
back in April 2014, while recuperating
from an operation on my right ankle and feeling sorry
for myself, Castaway with Tom Hanks came on and I
had the idea to raise more money for GOSH by
stranding myself on a liferaft for seven nights. The
raised eyebrows from my wife Cara indicated her full
support, or at least that’s the way I took it.
Samantha Leonard at Ocean Safety was my first
port of call, and she eventually agreed to lend me one
of its new rafts. With that under my belt I approached
Portland’s assistant harbourmaster Mark Rowles. As
we looked out of his window at the rainy harbour, his
expression was a picture! My initial plan was to
maroon myself as far from land as possible, but as
Portland is a busy shipping port I would be confined to
the marina. As I left the office Mark’s parting words
were, “You’re mad”.
By the time I met Russ Levett, Portland Marina
manager at Dean & Reddyhoff, he had been warned
that a madman was on his way. Russ gave his full
support and identified the marina’s furthest part from
land – a quiet secluded buoy, 300 yards from shore.
With the location and raft sorted, I set about
obtaining supplies. The rations were supplied by
HotCan, who make self-contained meals that are
warmed when water reacts with a chemical element
inside. My initial idea was to try to simulate a real

A regular position during
the week – you can see how
cramped the space is

liferaft scenario and take four days’ food and 1.5 litres
of water, but my wife said that anyone could do that.
As my manhood was at stake, I agreed to take no
water, instead taking a reverse osmosis pump and
collecting rainwater, and only one day’s food. If only I’d
known the result of that decision.
A local branch of Currys lent me a tablet and GoPro
to keep a video diary, and the kind folks at
PowerTraveller provided me with two fantastic Power
Monkey solar chargers – small, robust and able to
keep everything topped up.
To provide an educational side to the challenge,
I contacted Prof Mike Tipton from Portsmouth
University, who introduced me to Dr Joseph Costello,
his number two. He dived into the project with lots of
ideas on how my time afloat could be monitored to
provide information on how the body reacts to
surviving in a liferaft. He suggested that I fatten up
before entering the raft, but I insisted that this wasn’t
realistic – if I was cruising across the Atlantic and had
to abandon my boat, I wouldn’t have eaten extra.
With one week to go, I completed a full medical with
Dr Peter Hill, who also took blood samples to ensure
my renal system was up to the task. Dr Joe also tested
my strength, bone density, weight and urine. We
finished with a psychological assessment – there was
no turning back now.
Day 1, Monday
A full English breakfast with plenty of toast and warm
sweet tea would have been ideal, but I had to settle for
a bowl of Cheerios followed by the usual rush to get
my two daughters off to school. The rest of the
morning was a blur – introducing professors to
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doctors, managers to sponsors and reporters to
whoever they could speak to, while everyone
scrutinised my equipment.
Before I knew it, I was being led like a slaughtered
lamb to the raft. All morning the sky had been grey
and rainy, with wind blowing in every time someone
opened a door, but as I walked the Green Mile it all
changed – the wind stopped, the sun shone. Was this
a good sign or was Poseidon simply playing with me?
I kissed my family goodbye and climbed into the
raft, my home for the next 168 hours. Waving goodbye
to the onlookers, I had a parting request from Dr Joe
to end the challenge if my blood sugar level fell below
3.8. I was towed out, tied to my buoy, and left alone.
I set up my rainwater traps and settled down with a
plan not to eat or drink anything for 24 hours. I
completed my regular tests from the university –
blood sugar measurements, a psychological report,
core, finger and toe thermal feeling tests and the
all-important urine test.
One thing I did that some may find hard to
understand was swill the urine around my mouth –
the idea is that wetting your mouth takes away the
psychological need for water. The urine I collected
early on was clear and plentiful.
Next was the job I would come to hate – using the
reverse osmosis pump to generate drinking water. I
hadn’t even come close to realising how hard this was
going to be. It certainly is an amazing piece of
equipment, but it is designed solely for emergency
situations, and it took several hours to generate the
500ml I needed just to survive.
At 1900 I recorded the first of my daily video diaries
and spent several hours attempting to send it to my IT

Home for the week,
swinging from a
buoy in the marina

manager Duncan Smith. At 2100 I radioed the marina
staff to reassure them I was okay, and so day one
ended with broken sleep on a wobbly-bottomed, cold
and cramped liferaft.
Day 2, Tuesday
As dawn broke I realised that sleep was going to be an
issue. I’m 6ft 2in and the raft is only 4ft3, so it wouldn’t
take Carol Vorderman to explain that I was cramped. I
brushed my teeth (without toothpaste as I didn’t want
to make myself thirsty) and took a seasickness tablet.
To be honest, day two was quite uneventful. Looking
back now it was because I was fresh, so I drank around
300ml of water, didn’t try to catch any fish, and delayed
my first meal until Wednesday. I checked in with the
marina in merry mood and attempted to sleep.
Day 3, Wednesday
I awoke to the patter of rain and eagerly waited for it to
fill the traps I had strategically placed, but not a single
drop was collected. To say I was downbeat was an
understatement but, like a good soldier, I put it behind
me and carried on.
The usual morning routine came and went, but
there was a definite change in my tests. My urine was
darker and smelled rank, so I noted the amount and
promptly threw it overboard. Even I wasn’t that
desperate for a drink.
My mood improved as the sun came out and
warmed the raft, and at 1800 I tucked into the first of
my three meals. As I didn’t have drinking water to
spare I dipped the HotCan pack into the sea to
activate the heating element, and was delighted when
it ballooned into life and steam poured over the rim of

Eating fish eyes.
Truly disgusting

changing colour all the time.
Plus I knew I wouldn’t have
a meal – my next one
wasn’t until Saturday. When
the rain started again I gave
up on the traps and instead
taped two plastic bags to
the bottom of each front
door. I stared in amazement
as the water collected in each bag – only a modest
mouthful, but it was clear, fresh, drinkable water, and
it tasted sweet and wonderful. My spirits soared – I
was part survivalist.
My triumphs were doubled during my fishing
session that night when I decided to move my head
back slightly so I wasn’t dangling over the side. Within
30 minutes I had caught the first of two pouting that I
landed that night. Normally I would have thrown them
back due to their pitiful size, but this was muchneeded protein. I retired, with my brace of fish in a bag
tightly tied to the outside of the raft. I didn’t sleep well,
but I started to feel that I could survive the week.

The usual morning routine passed with
monotony and although the heavens opened
again, nothing filled my containers. My
morale slumped and it never really recovered
the plastic bag – hot pasta and meatballs on board a
liferaft! It was delicious and gave my body a boost.
That evening I hung my head out of the raft and,
with a headtorch on and fishing jig in hand, hoped to
land some seconds. Plenty of creatures were
attracted to the light, including one rather large black
shape that made me wonder what else might be down
there. I jigged and jagged for a couple of hours to no
effect. Dejected, I gave up and tried to sleep.
Day 4, Thursday
The usual morning routine passed with monotony and
although the heavens opened again, nothing filled my
containers. My morale slumped and, if I’m being frank,
it never really recovered. I realised that although I was
within swimming distance of shore (big black thing in
the water notwithstanding), I was still in a survival
situation, and it was only going to get harder.
Feeling down, I tucked into my second meal (beans
and sausages) but my smile from yesterday had gone.
Day 5, Friday
By now I couldn’t raise myself from the floor and felt
utterly fed up. I had a long day ahead of me generating
water, and my urine output was depleting and

Day 6, Saturday
Usual chores completed, I eagerly set about cutting
up my fish into strips. During my evening Q&A, a daily
Skype session with my IT guru that he then posted on
YouTube, some local schoolchildren wanted to know if
I had eaten any fish eyes as they are a good source of
fresh water. Not to let the children down I set to this
gruesome task. Sucking the eyes of the fish was truly
disgusting, it will never catch on as a delicacy.
Saturday turned out to be an extremely hot,
windless day that people heading out of the marina in
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Unable to walk, I
travel in a motorised
cart up the ramp

Towards the end of the
week, my appearance
had changed quite a bit

Wiping away the
tears at the end
of the week

First drink of water
with my wife Cara

their boats would cherish.
However, I was stuck in this
liferaft, soaking up the everincreasing heat. Soon I was
down to my underpants
and my efforts on the
osmosis pump became
much slower. I fell into a
deep sleep, and when I
woke several hours later I had a tremor in my fingers
and couldn’t focus properly. I was exhausted but
completed my checks, including measuring my blood
sugar. This involved cleaning one finger with a sterile
wipe and drawing a speck of blood. As I read the
monitor my mind drifted back to Dr Joe’s parting
words: “End it if your blood sugar is 3.8 or lower.” At
1500 on day six, mine was 3.1.
My paramedic’s head went into action – if I was
presented with someone that asymptomatic I would
have insisted they eat, but the only food I had was the
raw fish. Reluctantly, I set to eating everything but the
skin. In a couple of hours my blood sugars were back
up to 4.1.
I didn’t fish that night, nor did I eat my meal. The
blood sugar reading was a massive wake-up call and I
didn’t want to risk a repeat, so I decided to save the
last meal until Sunday. I should have ended the
attempt at that point but my hardship was nothing in
comparison to what children go through at Great
Ormond Street and I wanted to persevere.

I was physically and mentally exhausted, but I
was going home to my family, food and
running water whenever I wanted. I climbed
from the raft, bodily unable to stand

Day 7, Sunday
I woke feeling very cold. I knew this was my last full
day and I was having a meal later, but I was bored. I
conducted my regular maintenance checks, including
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hand-pumping a few areas of the raft and cleaning up
as best as I could. These were boring tasks but they
helped to pass the day.
I ran through the exercises to prevent DVT in my
arms and legs, slept, conducted my tests, and ate my
last meal at 1400. By now my stomach was extremely
painful, which made sleeping even more difficult.
Day 8, Monday
The last day was finally here – 168 hours had crept by,
but the finish line was in sight. Things got even better
when a man and three children arrived on a small
dinghy. They told me they had travelled from Poole
after seeing my videos and just wanted to meet me in
person. My spirits soared.
Soon it was 1215 and I could see the marina’s RIB
heading towards me. They untied the lines and at
1230 I set off an orange smoke flare to indicate that it
was over. It wasn’t until then that I allowed myself to
look back towards the shore to see the crowd with
banners waving, balloons floating and people
cheering. It was at this point that I began to cry. I tried
to sit back in the raft so no one noticed but it was all
caught on camera.
I was physically and mentally exhausted, but I was
going home to my family, food and running water

whenever I wanted. I climbed from the raft, bodily
unable to stand. As my family rushed to my side, Cara
gave me a Mars bar, a bottle of water, and a kiss.
The marina provided a motorised trolley to drive
me up the small ramp I had walked down just seven
days ago. I struggled to acknowledge all the faces
around me as I was presented with a cake to
commemorate my time in the raft.
I took my first unsteady shower and prepared for
my medical tests. Dr Joe had expected me to lose
2-3kg, but after I’d stepped on and off the scales
several times, my total weight loss was 8kg (17.6lb).
All tests completed, I was driven home. I felt
terrible; weak, exhausted and unable to tuck into the
multitude of food I thought I would. I was told to sleep,
but I couldn’t – my head rolled every time I lay down,
so I sat downstairs late into the evening eating
biscuits and drinking Ovaltine.
The aftermath
I write this just two days after the event but it feels like
a lifetime ago. I still feel weak and struggle to walk the
dog, but I know that my strength will build in time. My
total amount raised is at just over £8,958, but I hope
the grand total will be nearer £10,000. Portsmouth
University has gained vital data for its studies into sea
survival and is even considering turning my
experience into a thesis to help other mariners.
I was only 300 yards from shore but I can honestly
say it was the hardest thing I have ever achieved.
I pushed my body to its limits – this has been a
monumental challenge from start to finish, and I’m
bloody proud to have completed it.
To donate to Wayne’s cause and watch his video
diaries from the liferaft, visit www.wayneingram.com

